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IV. THE DECRETAL COMMISSION

T\EEPLY as Wolsey must have been depressed by the result of Foxe's
JL/ mission, he had no thought of giving up the game; and the
very same letter in which Foxe, four days after his arrival at Green-
wich,1 reported to Gardinerhisreceptionby the king and Anne Boleyn,
and what Wolsey had thought about the commission, contained also
new instructions from the cardinal to Gardiner to make still further
efforts to obtain a decretal. In conveying them, Foxe was commis-
sioned to express the highest possible appreciation of Gardiner's
services, and to say that, although what he had done was so satis-
factory that no further commission might seem necessary, yet Wolsey,
for the discharge of his own conscience, with the consent of the other
prelates in England, and considering the chances of mortality, wished
him still to press the pope to grant the decretal commission, and send
it very secretly to England. There were four reasons, he said, for
urging this request. First, that it would be a rule and guide to his
conscience how to proceed, determining the law on points which
might be called into controversy, so that a final sentence might be
passed, and all attempts to set it aside afterwards defeated; second,
that it would induce those who took the adversary's part to conform
to the king's opinion ; third, that, considering the various accidents
to which human life was liable, it would be rash in him to embark
on that sea of judicial proceedings with an open investigation of the
cause, when the final result, after all, depended on the pope's rati-

1 He did not finish the letter till Monday, 11 May, 1528, but the greater part of it,
containing the reports in question and Wolsey's instructions, was written on Thursday,
7 May, and read to Wolsey on Friday 8 May. See Letters and Papers, iv. p. 1873,
Strype's Eccl. Mem. I. ii. 122, Pocock's Records of the Reformation, i. 150.
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2 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII Jan.

fication of the sentence, which many things might interfere with ;
and fourth, that it would conduce greatly to the stability of the
holy see if Wolsey'e influence with the king were such that Henry
would readily agree to anything that he advised; and nothing
would be better calculated to give him that decisive authority (which
Wolsey virtually confessed that he had not at that time) than that
the pope should grant a decretal commission at his request.3

In pressing these considerations on the pope, Gardiner was,
however, to assure him that Wolsey had no intention of making
process under the decretal, and would never show it to any person
so as to occasion the least slander or prejudice to the holy see, but
only to the king as a means of augmenting his own influence with
him. Of this Gardiner was to make the most solemn protestation
under the most sacred oath. But if after three or four audiences
he found no reason to expect that the pope would change his atti-
tude, he was to take his leave and return home, leaving the suit still
to be prosecuted by Sir Gregory Casale. Further, as the lawyers in
England were of opinion that the queen still had a right of appeal,
Gardiner must ask the best authorities in Borne whether, if she
did appeal, the legates might proceed notwithstanding, and whether,
even after her appeal, the parties were not free to contract new
marriages, besides some other niceties of law.

These instructions the cardinal had dictated to Foxe on Wed-
nesday, 6 May, and on Thursday Foxe was busy all day penning
them, a task which, for lack of experience, he said, he found very
irksome. On Friday the cardinal called him to read them over to
him, and to hear the reading of hi3 own despatches to Gardiner,
which presumably gave further directions, perhaps of a more secret
nature, and then sent him to the king to inform him of every-
thing. Henry entirely approved, and was very anxious that Gar-
diner should execute his commission and return at once. On
Saturday, however, a further point having occurred to Wolsey, he
called both Foxe and Dr. Bell to his presence, and desired the
former to write that Gardiner should consult Stafileo and others
upon it. The question was whether the commission would not be
invalidated if the queen were to do as he was informed she would
do—renounce all benefit from the dispensation of Julius, and rest
her case simply on her own allegation quod non fuit cognita ab
Arthuro, so that, in fact, there waB no affinity at all. Wolsey him-
self was of opinion this plea would not avail, because the dispen-
sation made no mention de publica honestate* and the very granting

1 Poeock's Records of the Btformation, J. 147-148, and in Strype's Eccl. Men.
I. ii. 119-121. The abstract in Letters and Papers, iv. p. 1873, is not altogether
satisfactory.

* That is to say, although Katharine might be right in maintaining that there was
no real affinity, still she had been undoubtedly the reputed wife of Prince Arthur, and
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1897 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII 3

of a dispensation implied that the marriage was unlawful in itself.
Moreover the wording of the commission required, first, that the
validity of the dispensation should be examined, then the lawfulness
of the marriage, and third, that sentence of divorce should be given
if that seemed just. But he was very anxious, he said, to proceed
conscientiously ; and as he thought the king had strong ground to
go upon in one thing, viz. that he knew nothing of the procure-
ment of the dispensation at the time, he wished Gardiner, without
appearing to doubt the justice of the king's cause, to take the opinion
of the cardinal of Ancona.

On Sunday the despatches were to have been sent off by Barlow;
but on Woisey reading them over to the king, a technical objection
was raised by Dr. Wolman to the clause excluding appeal, which he
considered would render that clause ineffectual. On this followed
a most extraordinary scene, which must be told in Foxe's own words.
Gardiner, as Foxe was instructed to write, must state his own
opinion on the point with perfect candour ; for the king was quite
resolved to do nothing illegal, and was even persuaded that the
queen's using the right of appeal would do much to advance his
cause. This opinion Woisey had been gradually instilling into
his mind, and he was now convinced of its truth; and Woisey, too,
was anxious to proceed with the strictest regard to justice:

' Insomuch,' writes Foxe,' that yesterday, to my great marvel, and no
less joy and comfort, his grace openly, in presence of Mr. Tuke, Mr.
Wolman, Mr. Bell, and me, made protestation to the king's highness
that although he was so much bound unto the same as any subject might
unto his prince, and by reason thereof his grace was of so perfect devotion,
faith, and loyalty towards his majesty, that he could gladly spend goods,
blood, and life in his just causes, yet sith his grace was more obliged to
God, and that he was sure he should render an account dc operibus suis
before Him, he would in this matter rather suffer his high indignation,
yea, and his body jointly to be torn in pieces, than he would do anything
in this cause otherwise than justice requireth, ne that his highness
should look after any other favor to be ministered unto him in this cause
on his grace's party, than the justness of the cause would bear ; but if the
bull were sufficient he would so pronounce it, and rather suffer extrema
quacque than to do the contrary or else contra conscientiam stiam.'*

The solemnity of the words imposed upon Foxe, and has even
deceived Mr. Brewer, who, amazed as he is at such an utterance,
is disposed to account for it by a kind of idolatrous loyalty towards
the king which really blinded Woisey's judgment. But this could
hardly be in one who knew so perfectly the crooked paths through
which Henry had hitherto pursued his object, and the shameful

therefore her marriage with Henry not only required e, dispensation bnt a more
explicit one than that on which it was celebrated.

4 Stryps'a Ecel. Mem. L ii. 126, and Pocock's Records of the Reformation, i. 153-4.
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4 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII Jan.

mendacity with which he himself had backed it up. The scene, it
must unhappily be confessed, was purely theatrical, and was got
up for a purpose. It was meant to be reported. Nothing that the
pope had granted as yet was secure without the decretal; and all
the arguments for granting the decretal—even the attempt to show
that it would be for the good of the Church—would have gone for
very little if the pope were left under an impression that Wolsey
was a mere creature of the king, and that the king himself was
absolutely insincere. Clement had already put some inconvenient
questions to Gardiner and his colleagues, suggesting that the car-
dinal might be objected to by Katharine as having prejudged the
question which he was to decide,5 and it was of the utmost conse-
quence that this idea should be carefully eradicated. Nothing could
be better for the purpose than to spread reports at Eome of Wolsey's
great anxiety to be impartial and to take counsel with the best
authorities there even on technical niceties connected with the case.

It was a desperate effort to win from Clement such absolute and
unlimited confidence that he should put himself and the honour of
the holy see entirely in Wolsey's hands. In previous despatches
the cardinal had been unable to conceal from his holiness that it
was a matter of the utmost concern to him personally that his
requests should be conceded. He had pointed out how he had won
over Henry from being a devoted friend and ally of the emperor
into being an unselfish defender of the pope against his majesty
and forming a league with France for the protection of the Holy
See. For this he had given the king the utmost assurances of the
pope's future friendship, and pledged his honour and faith and his
very soul that the pope would gratify him in everything.6 If these
expectations were now disappointed, the cardinal would assuredly
be reproached with levity, perfidy, and violation of his promises.7

So also in the credence which he gave to Gardiner and Foxe he
had conjured the pope to give a speedy assent to the king's
request, as a thing which concerned not only the safety of the
king and kingdom and the preservation of papal authority, but
Wolsey's very life as well." We have no report, indeed, of the use
which Gardiner and Foxe made of arguments like these in their
conferences with the pope; but that is evidently because their
written statements would have been laid before the king, who
would not have been gratified by the perusal. For the same reason

4 Letters and Papers, iv.p. 1819, Pocock's Records, i. 101, and Strype's Eccl.Mem.
I. ii. 73.

* ' Super idque omnia uberrime promisi, meam etiam salutem, fidem, honoiem
animamque adstringens, quod omnia ex ipsina Regiae Majestatis voluntate rebus ipsia
in omne tempus praestarentur, absque ulla prorsus occasions aut scrupulo ab huius-
modi indulgendis petitionibus digrediendi,' &c. See Burnet (Pocock's ed.), iv. 54,
And the like in State Papers, vii. 18, 19.

7 Burnet, l.c. » Letters and Papers, iv. no. 3912.
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1897 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII 5

nothing was said in that long despatch of Foxe about Wolsey's
deep personal concern in the matter; but we know from other
evidence that Wolsey himself very frequently insisted on it, and
must have done so in private letters of his own to Gardiner."

It is true, the decretal, even when granted by the pope, would
not have served the king's purpose, or Wolsey's either, if the con-
dition of secrecy had been observed. But assuredly it would not
have been so, for all the pledges given. The king's only object
was to obtain a speedy sentence of divorce, allowing him to marry
again at once; and the cardinal's only object was to get authority to
pass such a sentence. The English agents at Eome had already
told Cardinal Pucci—a most unlucky admission, which no doubt
only served to put the pope further on his guard—that if once it
were declared by judges, to whom the sole investigation of the case
was committed by his holiness, that the dispensation was invalid,
and the marriage with Katharine null, and that the king was
thereby at liberty to contract a new marriage, the people of
England would care nothing for any future declaration to the
contrary, by any other judges, or by any papal commission, or by
any succeeding pope, or even by Clement himself,' better informed'
of the true state of the case.10 The great object was to obtain for the
divorce, in some way or other, the positive sanction of the Holy See,
and as for any breaches of morality in the process of obtaining
it, Wolsey nattered himself that some remedy could be procured.11

John Barlow, who carried Foxe's long despatch and Wolsey's
private instructions to Gardiner to press for the decretal, probably
reached the papal court towards the end of May. Early in June
the pope had removed from Orvieto to Viterbo, where he made
some stay before returning to Eome. After the long resistance
Clement had already made to Gardiner's previous applications, it
was not to be expected that he would speedily surrender to renewed
pressure for the very same object. What he had already granted
he consented to expedite. On 8 June, as we have already seen, he

0 When Campeggio a few months later had come to England, and in the first place
proposed to Wolsey that they should endeavour to dissuade the king from the divorce,
Wolsey would not hear of it ' allegando che se non si segniva il desiderio del Be, il
quale e muni to et giustificato da molte ragioni, . . . che ne seguira presta et total
ruina del Regno, di sua Signoria Reverendisairaa, et della reputatione ecclesiastica in
qnesto Regno' (Theiner, 571). So also John Casale insisted with the pope on the neces-
sity of his preserving the king of England's friendship. ' Belicta namque Begiae Maies-
tatis amicitia, Beligionis imminutio subsequeretur, et Begni illius a tarn antiqua cum
Sede Apostolioa coniunctione dissolutio, ac Dominationis vestrae Beverendissimae {i.e.
Wolsey's) gratia et autoritas apud Sereniss. Begem non EUO merito deficeret, eiusque
tortasee sains periclitaretur' (Burnet, iv. 67).

10 ROmische Dokumente, pp. 25, 26.
11 Even so in the following year, as we shall see, in conference with Campeggio,

'Wolsey said he saw nothing for it but to satisfy the king in some way with a sentence
' et valeat quantum valere potest,' for time would afterwards bring a remedy (' ch' ii
tempo poi portera qualche remedio '). Vnmisclic Dokwnenle, 69.
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6 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII Jan.

released Campeggio from his duties at Rome, and conferred the
government of the town on Cardinal Farncse. He also renewed
the bull of 13 April to Wolsey and Campeggio under the date of 8
June.12 But as to granting the decretal it was a different matter.
On the 9th, however, Gardiner having wrung from him some vague
indefinite promise, he went so far as to write to the king that,
difficult as the task was, ho would endeavour to find some mode of
meeting his wishes.13 Two days later, Gardiner reported to the
king that after many altercations and promises made to him, the
pope had at last consented to send the desired commission by
Campeggio. Even then, however, though Gardiner believed that
he meant to fulfil his promise, lie declined to be specific, saying
the king would understand his meaning sufficiently by the words
he had used in vtriting to him—inventuri swims aliquam form am.

The pope seems to have hinted that he must confer with
Campeggio himself, of whose judgment he had a very high opinion,
before granting the decretal. On which Sir Gregory Casale repaired
to Rome, and strongly urged Campeggio to second the king's
request, both because it would bring him into favour with Henry,
and because his own credit was involved in the confirmation of
the sentence he should give. Campeggio seemed most favourable,
and Sir Gregory having induced him to give up a project of taking
Bologna on his way, which would waste time, sent to arrange with
Andrea Doria for two galleys to convey him from Corneto or
Leghorn to Marseilles." Returning to Viterbo, he then told the pope
that Campeggio entirely approved of the decretal commission, and
wished to take it with him, while to Campeggio himself he said that
he must take it with him, for they had written to England that the
pope would grant it on condition of his doing so, and the king thus
knew that it depended entirely upon him. In the margin of the
letter relating this smart piece of diplomacy Wolsey wrote with
his own hand Prudenter factum.]!i

A decretal commission was at last obtained from the pope, though
he granted it unwillingly, declaring, indeed, that it would be his
utter ruin, and said he did not wish it to be known either openly or
secretly. So Casale further reports.16 Wolsey's painful appeal ad
misericordiam seems to have prevailed with the pope at length to
concede something that undoubtedly ought not to have been conceded.
But the concession was made in a very guarded manner, so as to
avoid the possibility of its being used in the way that Wolsey certainly
would have used it if he had found the opportunity. It was made

" The original bull of 13 April is printed by Dr. Ehses in ROmische Dokumente,
no. 22. That of 8 Jane, which is textually the same, was printed long ago by Lord
Herbert. See Kennett's Compute History of England, ii. 107.

" Letters and Papers, vol. iv. no. 4348. " Ibid. no. 4379,
11 Ibid. no. 4H.c0. '" Ibhl. nos. -JIGS, 4380.
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1897 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII 7

so as to meet the demand to the very letter, and not to go one incli
beyond. A secret commission waa granted, such as was expressly
desired, but it was confided solely to the keeping of Cardinal Cam-
peggio, who had the strictest injunctions never to show it to any
one but the king or Wolsey, and never on any account to let it go
out of his hands or let any one else hear of its contents; for it was
not to be used in the procedure. If such a commission would
enhance, as Wolsey had said it would, his influence with the king,
he was welcome to all the benefit he could derive from it, but he
must ask no more. And the conditions under which it was granted
were very carefully observed, insomuch that when Campeggio after-
wards in England had to show it to the king and Wolsey he
gave the latter distinctly to understand that no practical use could
be made of it; for the pope, he said, had not granted it because he
thought it right, but only for Wolsey's satisfaction, considering the
extreme instance he had made for it.17 Clement, doubtless, was
desirous to save Wolsey, as far as he could, from the ruin that
the cardinal declared awaited him, and he was probably still
more moved to do so by the representations which had been made
to him of the danger of England revolting from the jurisdiction of
the apostolic see if the king's wishes were not complied with.

Nor was this the only concession Clement certainly made which
was open to serious objections. He soon followed it up with another.
In June Gardiner left Viterbo for Venice, on his way home;18 but
by the assiduity of Sir Gregory Casale the pope was induced
shortly afterwards—apparently on 28 July—to give a written
promise that he would not revoke or do anything to invalidate the
decretal commission, but confirm the decision of the cardinals after
it was passed. This ' pollicitation,' as it was called, was not the
document of 23 July, printed first by Lord Herbert, and afterwards
by Burnet,19 from a Cottonian MS.; for that document, as we
shall see later on, was a forgery intended to compromise the pope
still further : but it certainly went far enough. It was not, indeed,
a formal document bearing the pope's name at the head, as the forged
pollicitation actually does, or dated at the end, like the latter ; nor
did it contain half the clauses inserted in the other. It was simply
an undated autograph, not even worded, apparently, with sufficient
care, if we may judge by the occurrence in all the copies (for the
original is not known to exist and was probably very soon destroyed)
of a manifest verbal error towards the close. The text has been
printed by Dr. Ehses for the first time,*0 and it may be worth

" BOmisclie Doktimentc, pp. 54, 55. " Ibid. p. 39.
" Kennet's Complete Hist. ii. 101; Burnet (Pocock's ed.), vi. 26.
*> ROmische Dokumente, no. 23. The document is noticed in the Calendar of Henry

VIII from a copy in Addit. MS. 6874 in the British Museum among the papers of
April 1528, where it is certainly out of place, though the commission to which it refers
is of that date
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8 NEW LIGHTS OX DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII Jan.

while here to give an exact translation of it (merely omitting one
or two unimportant words), as follows :—

Whereas we, weighing carefully the justice of the cause, which our
beloved son in Christ, Henry VIII, has laid before us, of the nullity of
his marriage, which he affirms that he contracted and consummated with
Katharine, daughter of Ferdinand the Catholic, king of Spain, have issued
a decretal commission with clauses declaring valid the process of what
our deputies shall have done in that behalf; whereby we may more
certainly attest to the said King Henry our desire to administer speedy
justice in the matter and make it more secure against a labyrinth of
judgments with long and various circuit hardly to be unravelled in one
lifetime even in the most just causes, as processes are conducted now;
We promise on the word of a Roman pontiff that at no one's petition or
request, nor of our own mere motion, will we ever grant any letters, briefs,
bulls, or rescripts, by way either of justice or of favour, which shall contain
matter of inhibition (for whatever reason)2I against the commissions
hitherto issued in the aforesaid cause, or which shall delay or hinder, or
in anything contradict, the full, perfect, final, and due execution of the
said commission, or revoke i t ; but we will preserve the commission given
by us in its fullest strength, authority, and efficacy. Finally, we will give
and concede from time to time, really and with effect, without any unjust
refusal, delay, or difficulty, all such letters, briefs, bulls, or rescripts as
may be valid and efficacious to confirm the due execution of the said com-
mission and the things decreed, denned, and pronounced by virtue thereof.

The test of this document is the more important because we do
not possess that of the decretal commission to which it refers; for
the words used show the pretext on which that commission was
granted. And this was precisely the pretext put forward by Wolsey
—that it would avoid his entering on a sea of judgments (the pope
called it a labyrinth of judgments) without a certain clue to the
ultimate result. We see, therefore, what the nature of the decretal
commission must have been, and how far the pope really went to
gratify demands so urgently insisted on. It was a commission
setting forth the law by which the legates were to be guided,
leaving to them the examination of the facts. It was not by any
means what Guicciardini and others afterwards represented it to
have been, a secret bull prejudging the whole question and
declaring the marriage invalid. Nevertheless it was a serious error
in policy to grant such a commission at all, and especially a secret
one, which was sure to be talked about and misrepresented to the
discredit of the holy see. And the pollicitationM was a further
error, still more lending itself to misrepresentation ; for though it

n The words ' quacunque ratione' follow ' inhibitoriam ' in Addit. MS. 6874,f.112.
This is the only variation I have found from the text as printed by Ehses in
ROmische Dokumente, pp. 30-1.

a It is extraordinary that such a ' pollicitation ' should have been given (if we are
right about its date) just after the protest of Muxetula (Letters and Papers, iv. DP
4536), printed by Mr. Pocock in the present number of this REVIEW (p. 111).
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1897 NEW LIGHTS OX DIVOUCE OF HENRY VIII 9

could not be justly construed as an unqualified promise to uphold
any decision given by the cardinals, when there were valid grounds
of appeal, yet such an interpretation of its tenor might be
plausibly insinuated, and it was easy to pretend that even the firBt
six words (Cum nos iustitiam eius causae perpendentes) were an
admission—as they certainly were not—of the justice of the king's
cause. Those six words, of course, really meant that the pope, in
granting the decretal, had to consider carefully what was just and
right according to the canon law in the cause laid before him by
Henry VIII. The object of the whole proceeding was not to pre-
judge the question, but to set forth clearly principles on which it
ought to be decided. And the pollicitation, impolitic as it was, and
indeed quite improper (seeing that it guaranteed the efficacy of a
commission which the pope himself was most anxious should never
be put in force), was only an undertaking not to interfere with its
due execution—that is to say, it pledged the pope to allow sentence
to be pronounced, and even to issue bulls to confirm the sentence
afterwards, only on the presumption that such sentence was passed
in accordance with the principles laid down in the decretal.

V. THE MISSION OF CAMPEGGIO.

Meanwhile, however dejected Wolsey might be as to the very
doubtful result of all this extraordinary pressure put upon the
pope, the king and Anne Boleyn took it quite otherwise. Gardiner's
too artistic account of his own success in browbeating the sacred
college had apparently induced the lovers to believe their case
more hopeful than they themselves had imagined. The divorce
was the only real difficulty in their way, and the fact that a cardi-
nal was actually coming from Borne to hear the cause made them
sanguine of an early decision as to the nullity of the king's existing
marriage. Their worst fears were occasioned by the sweating
sickness, which in the summer dispersed the court, attacked
Anne Boleyn herself, and made both the king and her for the
time almost as solicitous about the health of Wolsey as they were
about each other. Henry nevertheless could not refrain from
writing to her his satisfaction that the long looked-for time
was so near at hand, suggesting, at the same time, the need of re-
straining their impatience till the two legates were able to meet and
open the trial.23 In her absence he was much occupied with his
' book' (on which he tells her in one letter that he had spent four
hours that day), setting forth his case for the legates, and he flat-
tered himself that i t ' made substantially for his matter.' u

As to Wolsey, it was the distinct opinion of the French ambas-
n Love Letters of Henry VIII, noa. xi., xvii., vi. As to Anne Boleyn's solicitude for

Wolsey, see her letter in Burnet, i. 104 (Letters and Papers, iv. no. 4480).
•' Ibid. no. xvi.
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10 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII Jan.

sador, Du Bellay, that however much he tried to keep up appear-
ances he knew not where he stood in this matter.2' Du Bellay had
heard it said that the king had used most terrible language to
him for venturing to 8Ugge3t to him that the pope in the end
would refuse his assent to the divorce. He had even himself
breathed to Du Bellay some hints of his wish to retire from public
life whenever the king's marriage was settled and a firm amity
established between France and England.'6 He had also confessed
that ' he required to use a terrible alchemy and dexterity in his
affairs, for there were men who watched him so narrowly that they
would take the first opportunity of calumniating him as being too
strong a partisan of France.' 'tt Undoubtedly he felt a strain such
as he had never felt before, and would gladly have been free to
throw off statesmanship and bestow more energy on the erection of
his colleges and his proper duties as a churchman.

Campeggio's journey to England was a tedious one, delayed
apparently by serious fits of gout. He embarked at Corneto for
Lyons on 24 July, but did not reach Paris until the middle of Sep-
tember, where, being unable to sit on horseback, he had to rest two
or three days and then continue his journey in a litter. At Calais
rough weather delayed his crossing, and the gout again made his
progress slow and difficult all the way up to London, where he at
once took to his bed in great suffering. It could not have made
things more agreeable that he was received by the people in the
streets with manifest tokens of ill-will, as one who came in a
bad cause, to do what it was thought would be the ruin of the
kingdom.28 But the very day after his arrival, he had an unwel-
come visit from his brother cardinal, who insisted on beginning at
once to discuss the business they had to transact in common,
and the line which Wolsey took upon the subject was not at all
agreeable, even if he had been in health.

Before proceeding, however, to the account of what the two
cardinals did, now that they had come together, we must say a
word or two about the chief source of our information, which is
simply Cardinal Campeggio's own despatches to Home. These
are not altogether new, having been published more than thirty

: i ' Quanta Monsieur Io Legat, jc ponsa qu'il nc syayt pas Men oil il en est, quclque
dissimulation qu'il en faize ' (Le Grand, iii. KM).

" Ibid. pp. 164-5. -' Ibid. pp. 107-8 ; Letters and Papers, iv. no. 4049.
*" ' I populi, s' intende, 1' hanno visto di malissimu voglia ct battulo per la strada

niotti molto strani, cosl attacati su pei canti versi in loro lingua, clic dicono che Sua
SignoriaKma. va la per subverter et ruinar quel regno et per far unacosa iniquissinia'
(The people, of course, have seen him with the utmost ill-will, and scattered through
the streets very strange words, and have stuck up at the street corners lines in their
language to the effect that his most reverend lordship goes there to subvert and ruin
the kingdom, and to do a most unjust thing).—Cardinal Salviati in France to bis father
At Rome, 13 Oct. 1528, RGtnUche Dokumente, p. 259.
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1897 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII 11

years ago, first by Lammer a and afterwards by Theiner,30 in very
well known collections. But neither of these editors gives the
complete text; large passages are left out by both, and among the
things omitted are matters of the utmost importance. Both
editors, moreover, besides other blunders, have printed the letters
in such a confused and misleading manner as to create chrono-
logical enigmas for the historical student not by any means easy to
see through. Dr. Ehses has, for the first time, rectified these errors
by printing the fall text in the correct order; and he has also
explained how the errors originated.

Campeggio's first despatch after his arrival in England was
not closed and sent off till 28 Oct.; but it consisted of what
may be regarded as four separate letters of different dates, each
after the first being merely a long postscript or continuation of the
preceding. No doubt each of them might have been despatched by
itself but for the difficulty of finding a trusty messenger to convey it
to Viterbo or Eome ; but the budget was detained for a convenient
opportunity. The first of the separate portions was dated 17
Oct., the second the 19th, the third the 26th, and the fourth the
28th. The whole was addressed to the pope's private secretary,
Salviati, to whom, from time to time, Campeggio always imparted
an account of his proceedings. Lammer, indeed, misled by an
enclosed envelope directed to the pope's other secretary, Sanga, has
treated the whole series of despatches as addressed to him instead
of Salviati, and Brewer, finding the very same letters rightly printed
by Theiner as addressed to Salviati, has been thereby misled into
supposing that the despatches were sent in duplicate to both the
papal secretaries. But this is by no means the worst misappre-
hension arising from careless and imperfect editing, Matter
written on the 17th is printed as part of the section written on the
28th, and much matter written on the 28th is inserted in the first
section, dated at the end on the 17th. Thus the contents of the
letter as printed are altogether perplexing.

The causes of all this confusion are as follows : First, as will
be readily understood, the most important passages of Campeggio s
letters were always written in cipher, and, we may add, in a very
complicated cipher, difficult to render into ordinary writing even
when the key was known. Moreover the papal secretaries, accord-
ing to Dr. Ehses, took care that the decipherer himself should not
know all that the letters contained;3I for there was an official

29 Monumenla Vaticana, Friburgi Brisgoviae, 1861.
* Vetera Monumenla Hibernorum et Scotorum historian illustrantia. Bomae,

1864.
" In his first article in the Historisches Jahrbuth, ix. 34, Dr. Ehses promises to

explain how this was effected, but he does not seem to have completely redeemed his
pledge, and I have been driven partly to a conjecture of my own that there were pas-
sages in the original cipher with tiecret marks, which showed (hat they weTe not to be.
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12 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII Jan.

decipherer at the Curia, whose name was Cecco, and it was most
important that any attempt of imperial or English agents to sound
him should be defeated by the simple (act that he knew nothing
material. So apparently the whole despatch in this case was not
submitted to him. Not a word did he decipher of the second
section of the letter, dated the 19th, and he passed over likewise
several important passages in the other sections. These the papal
secretaries doubtless deciphered for themselves, led, perhaps, by
some secret indications agreed upon between them and Campeggio
to withhold them from the official's view. But of what was sub-
mitted to him the official marked the two longest ciphered passages
A and B, and transcribed the rest of the text, with these omissions,
adding a decipher of A and B as a sort of appendix to the tran-
script. Lammer and Ehses have both printed from this transcript
and ascribed these extracts to the last date of the letter. Thanks
to Dr. Ehses, however, we may now read the story in the order in
which Campeggio reports them himself.

The pope, it appears, although he had despatched Campeggio
to England to try the cause, still fondly entertained the hope that
Henry was not so set upon the divorce that he might not be dis-
suaded from pursuing the matter to a judicial sentence; and he
also hoped that Wolsey would assist in this work of dissuasion.
But at his very first interview with Wolsey the legate found, much
to his regret, that the cardinal would not countenance any such
attempt, and that he and the king were alike resolved to proceed
to the dissolution of the marriage. He argued the question with
him at great length, but Wolsey was quite immovable, declaring
that if the king's desire was not complied with, fortified as he was
by the opinions of many learned and God-fearing men, it would
lead to the speedy ruin of the kingdom, of himself, and of the
church's authority in England. And in addition to all this Wolsey
told him things which he did not know and must have heard with
some astonishment; as, that the pope himself had advised the
king to proceed to second nuptials, promising to confirm everything
afterwards, and that they had in their hands written promises and
bulls for another dispensation, and a written promise from his
holiness not to make any change in the commission of the legates,
but to confirm whatever decision they should come to : so that it
was really most important to proceed with the business at once.32

Wolsey was so urgent in the matter that Campeggio felt the
submitted to the official decipherer. The official may, perhaps, also have been kept
in the dark partly by the fact that after he had made a literal rendering from the
symbols several expressions required further interpretation, such as quest, which was
used to mean the pope (sua santita), ru, which meant la pace (the peace), so for il
re (Henry VIII), re for quesio (this), and so forth. But he must certainly have seen
through the meaning of at least some of these verbal symbols.

" ROmisclie Dokumente, no. 20, pp. 47, 48.
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1897 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII 18

only way to put him off was to tell him a thing which he had not
meant to disclose except under pressure. The pope had asked him,
when he took his leave, what his opinion of the king's case was,
and he had replied that he had not clearly made up his mind, but
as soon as he had done so he would inform his holiness before pro-
ceeding to pass judgment. At this information Wolsey was
seriously alarmed, and said, Si sic cat, nolo negociari vobiscum sine
potestatc, ncque sic agitur cum regc. Campeggio assured him
that he had not spoken so because they were destitute of powers,
but only to fulfil his own promise to the pope. The subject then
dropped; but Wolsey gave him a most significant warning to
beware lest England, like the greater part of Germany, should be
lost to the holy see by the indiscretion of one cardinal. Campeggio
wrote in most secret cipher to Eome that if the pope considered
delay imperative for a full consideration of the matter he should
send a brief which he could show the king, or otherwise intimate
his commands and write to the king or Wolsey in such a way as
to avoid serious danger and show that he, Campeggio, being on the
spot, had done only what he saw to be necessary.33

Such are the main contents of the letter written on 17 Oct.
Next day Wolsey visited him again, and gave him news from Spain
and Italy, showing great possibilities, by means of England's firm
alliance with France, of a general league with the Italian powers
against the emperor, in which the Venetians should be persuaded
to restore Eavenna and Cervia to the pope. But these were matters
which Campeggio was content to leave to the consideration of the
pope's advisers.34

On the 22nd, although he could not ride, walk, or even sit
without discomfort, he jwas compelled to visit the king, who had
removed to his palace on the Thames, in London (Bridewell),3S in
order to be near him and give him audience. There, amid a crowd
of noblemen, bishops, and ambassadors, he received a warm welcome
from the king. But among the company the Spanish ambassador,
whose presence would have been inconvenient, did not appear,
having received no invitation. Campeggio's secretary, Florian, made
a speech in the name of both the legates, which was listened to
with the greatest attention ; and when, urging a universal peace,
he spoke of the calamities of Italy and of Eome, the audience were
moved to tears. Dr. Foxe made an elegant reply, and after the
public audience the king, retiring with the two legates into another
chamber, assured him that he would promote a general peace to
the utmost of his power. A further conversation followed about
the Venetians, with whom the king said he and Wolsey were much

a ROmische Dokumenle, no. 29, pp. 49, 50. •« Ibid. no. 30.
" He ana the queen both removed thither from Greenwich. See Spanish Calendar,

Vol. iii. pt. ii. p. 839.
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14 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII Jan.

dissatisfied, but that they might be coerced into a league with
England and France, giving up Cervia and Bavenna; only Francis
agreed that this matrimonial question of Henry's must be settled
first. Next day the king paid Campeggio a private visit of four
hours' duration, in which the legate did his best to urge him to
desist from prosecuting the suit, so as to secure the succession to
his throne and avoid scandals, telling him that if he had any
doubts about the dispensation he could get a new one. The king
had evidently been prepared for this by Wolsey, and made a care-
fully premeditated answer, using precisely the same arguments that
Wolsey himself had used to Campeggio in private. The question
then came up whether the prohibition against marriage with a
brother's wife was not a part of divine law which the pope him-
self could not dispense with ; and Campeggio found that the king
had studied the matter carefully as a theologian, and believed
thoroughly in his own cause, though he said he only wanted an
authoritative declaration whether the marriage was good or not.
Campeggio believed that an angel from heaven could not convince
him that he was wrong, and accordingly suggested, as the next best
course, that means should be used to persuade the queen to enter
a nunnery. Henry caught at this and said he was willing to settle
the succession on his daughter, Mary, in case of his having no male
heirs by a new marriage. Campeggio and Wolsey accordingly
arranged to go to the queen next day (Saturday, the 24th) and try
to induce her to this course.

They went accordingly, but before going had another interview
with the king that morning, who first wished to see their com-
mission and afterwards the decretal. Campeggio read both to
him, but kept the decretal carefully in his hand, allowing no one
to see it but the king and Wolsey. The latter then eaid, ' This
is sufficient to inform our consciences,' a remark which Campeggio
quite anticipated, though he had in private already told Wolsey
that the pope had only given it for his sake personally and at his
urgent solicitation, not because he considered it a right thing in
itself, which in truth it was not. The king then said he was afraid
he should be abandoned in this business, because since their last
interview some London merchants had told him they would en-
gage their credit that the pope would agree with the emperor.
Campeggio replied that the pope would do nothing unworthy of a
good pontiff, but he was bound to take many things into considera-
tion, not only on their own merits, but for the sake of the authority
of the holy see; with which Henry seemed to be satisfied.

The interview of the two cardinals with the queen did not lead
to much, except, as we learn from the Spanish ambassador's report
of it, a little irritation, at first, on her part, which was not at all
unnatural, knowing as she did beforehand the proposition that
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1897 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII 15

really believed, had ' blown this coal' between her lord and her.36

Campeggio, indeed, approached the subject with ^reat delicacy,
merely setting forth the expediency of somehow or other avoiding a
trial; but she herself let him see that she quite understood what
they would suggest to her, and did not seem to set much store by
arguments of mere expediency, saying that she was prepared to
show the sincerity of her conscience to the pope himself. Campeggio,
however, did not at first altogether despair, and spoke to her con-
fessor, Bishop Fisher ; but shortly afterwards she got the king's
leave to confess to himself, when she told him the whole story of
her life since she first set foot in England, and assured him that
during the period of less than five months when she was the
reputed wife of Arthur she had not slept with him more than
seven nights, and that she was still a maid when she married
Henry. She also said and repeated several times that she could
not consent to take a religious vow, but intended to live and die in
the state of matrimony to which God had called her. She was
evidently quite determined on this point. Campeggio was much
impressed by her good sense and wisdom, but was sorry she was so
obstinate in refusing to take a course which would clearly avoid
many dangers and difficulties without any real loss to herself.37

On the 27th the two cardinals again visited her, at the king's
desire, explained the causes of their legation, and repeated much
that Campeggio had already said to her on the subject just referred
to. Campeggio spoke at great length of the expediency of her retire-
ment into a convent—how it would tend to the tranquillity of the
kingdom, and how she might obtain from the king thereby all
that she cared to ask. Wolsey then followed on the same theme,
addressing her in English, and praying her on his knees to follow
their good advice, and secure at once the king's goodwill and her
own honour and advantage. She replied that she would do nothing
to the damnation of her soul or against the law of God, and that
she would consult her councillors and then make answer.38

The compliance of Katharine would not, it is true, have
set the king free to marry again; but it would have removed an
obstacle to further proceedings ; and if the pope still insisted on the
validity of the marriage Henry was prepared, as we shall see,
to press him for a dispensation for bigamy.39 Neither the king
nor Wolsey, however, had much hope of Katharine's compliance.

" Mendoza's account here (SpanishCal. p. 841) folly justifies Shakespeare in mak-
ing Katharine insinuate this to Wolsey himBelf; only it was not at the trial. And
it is remarkable that Cavendish, whose account of that scene Shakespeare generally
followed, does not speak of her making such a charge, though he says Wolsey there
complained of it as an unjust suspicion, from which he desired the king to clear him.
Hall, like Mendoza, tells us that she made this charge against Wolsey when the two
legates visited her.

" liOmische Dokumenle, no. 81. u Ibid. no. 32.
" See Henry's instructions to Brian and Vannes in Letters and Papers, vol. iv.

nos. 4977 (p. 2158) and 4979; see also liUmische Dokummtt, p. 63.
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16 NEW LIGHTS ON DIVORCE OF HENRY VIII Jan.

For Wolsey there was no way out of the difficulties which closed
in on every side. On 1 Nov. he wrote to Sir Gregory Casale at
B6me a long letter, mainly consisting of complaints, remonstrances,
and entreaties, to be addressed to the pope. Campeggio, he said,
had come, and brought a commission for his own instruction and
that of the king's ministers, but not to be used in the process, and
the king was much dissatisfied. Yet, instead of acting on it, he
was trying to dissuade the king and queen from having the cause
tried at all; and, worse still, he would not entrust his own colleague,
Wolsey, with the commission. So that the king, who had assured
himself and his privy council that the pope would do all he could
for him, now found himself deceived, and those who had asserted
that causes of delay would be continually invented had proved to
be right. The pope must consider the extreme gravity of the course
he was pursuing in such dangerous times. The king might be
driven to adopt remedies, which were frequently suggested to him,
injurious to papal authority, and so forth. The marriage, more-
over, could not be revived; but if the divorce were carried it would
really lead to the peace of Europe, for an alliance might be expected
between England, France, and the emperor, who could not take
offence at the king's honourable and lawful proceedings.40

As regards the last suggestion, it was, no doubt, in accordance
with a view which Wolsey had been trying, not very hopefully, to
impress upon Campeggio; but it was not at all in agreement with
what he said a few days after to the French ambassador, whom he
tried to interest in the divorce by showing what a great rupture
with the emperor would come of it, and how it would lead to a
closer and more enduring alliance between England and France/1

But the poor cardinal was hard driven when he made such com-
plaints and petitions to the pope, asking for further favours. When
John Casale presented his remonstrances to Clement VII, and asked
him whether he had intended the king to be mocked by a delusive
commission, the pope was very angry, and laying his hand on
Casale's arm said it was he who had a right to complain. He had
granted the decretal, he said, merely to be shown to the king and
immediately afterwards burnt. He would not have granted it at
all but for Wolsey's urgent entreaties, and he had never consented
that it Bhould be shown to any of the king's councillors. He could
show letters from Wolsey himself to prove that this was the under-
standing ; and Casale's own brother, Sir Gregory, could attest that
Gardiner made no further demands, and that if he had he would not
have obtained them. The pope saw clearly the mischief that would
arise from this unhappy decretal, and said with bitter feeling that
he would gladly recall what had been done, if it cost him one of
his fingers.42

 JAMES GAIRDNER.

*• Letters and Papers, vol. iv. no. 4897.
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